double

glaze

existing
timber
windows
Retains the character
and function of your
existing windows

Warmer in winter Reduce energy usage Reduce
condensation Provide insulation Enhance property
value Reduce external noise Increase comfort
Retains the character of your existing windows
This is a custom manufactured conversion to match your existing joinery.
We only use quality materials and skilled tradesmen for the installation.

Call us today on 03 343 5103
for an obligation-free measure and quote

Servicing Christchurch for over 20 years
Trust Christchurch Glass for a more comfortable home all year round

How does the Retro-fit process work?

Before

After

step 1

After discussing the problems that your home is experiencing
(heat loss or gain, noise, condensation, glare and fading) our
representative will conduct an initial free measure of the windows
that you want double glazed, and provide an obligation free quote.

step 2

If you choose to accept the quote, we will complete a final measure,
get the production of the double-glazed units underway in our
factory and set a date for installation that suits you.

step 3

On the day of installation, our retro-fit team will bring the
double-glazed units to your home and begin installing them.
The process is quick and unobtrusive.

Make this the year that you enjoy
the benefits of double-glazing
A warmer house in winter and cooler in summer.
And because there’s less need for heating and cooling
systems you’ll be reducing energy consumption, which
saves on your power bills and helps the environment.
Eliminate drafts with the inclusion of the draft seal.
This will eliminate the annoying drafts that are typical
of old timber joinery.
Reduced condensation, which is that crying look that
windows get. This is a serious problem, it causes mould
and mildew, and in some cases it will also rot timber
window frames and damage your family’s health.
Reduced noise for a calmer, quieter home. High
performance double glazing can reduce outside noise
by up to 60%, making it a great investment if you live
by a busy road or beneath a flight path.
Enhances the resale value of your home. Now an older
home can be just as desirable to the purchaser who wants
to ensure that the home they buy is efficiently insulated.
With retro-fit double glazing any home can get the benefits!
Reduces interior fading without the need for view
blocking drapes.
Discourage intruders for safety and security. It’s more
difficult for intruders to break in through double glazed
windows, particularly if you include laminated or
toughened glass.
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Self adhesive,
proprietary
backing seal

15 degree
sloping double
glazing block
under IGU

Factory
assembled,
retro-fitted IGU
(installed on site)
Self adhesive,
proprietary
backing seal
New ex 40 x 25
profiled timber
bead
Grandadapter
Drainage Sill
(patent pending
#NZ586749)
(Design number
413830)
Existing timber
sash, rebated
to suit new
installation of
Grandadapter
Drainage Sill &
double glazing

